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ABOUT US
Our vision is to improve all life through Indigenous innovation.
We understand that supporting Indigenous innovation is about more than
just increasing access to capital – it requires culturally rooted wrap-around support
for innovators to unlock their fullest potential, and re-conceptualizing what innovation
looks like within an Indigenous context.

Innovation isn’t always about creating new things.
Innovation sometimes involves looking back to our old
ways and bringing them forward to this new situation.
The Honourable Murray Sinclair, 2015 Indigenous Innovation Summit

Through core values of inclusion, self-determination, sustainability and
creativity, we use a gender-lens approach for investment to support First Nation, Inuit
and Metis Peoples to develop and test innovative ideas that re-inspire healing,
imagination and opportunity for their communities, while also benefitting
non-Indigenous people and the Land.
Learn more about the Indigenous Innovation Initiative here.

CORE
VALUES

Relationality: Teaches us that all of Creation is interconnected and inseparable,
and that each aspect needs to be considered within the context of its relationship
to all other aspects. Relationships with family and community are the core
manifestations of this interconnectedness, are how we come to know our
responsibilities within life and are what remind us to locate and identify ourselves
through acknowledgement of our ancestors.

Respect: Teaches us that all of Creation has a purpose and that we have a “moral
imperative (LaFrance & Nichols, 2009)” to respect and value these unique roles
and gifts. We understand life to be a journey of self-discovery that requires
courage and discipline to carry and realize these gifts in our self and others.

Reciprocity: Is the act of exchanging something for mutual benefit, and teaches
us that if someone gives something of themselves to us, be it their time,
Knowledges or guidance, we give something of ourselves back to recognize this
sacred exchange and to respect this relationship.

Nationhood & Sovereignty: Teach us that we are place-based and that our
Creation Stories describe how we came to be within those places. These roots
are critical to our identity and sense of place, and generally include a Sacred
Place or Homeland where our Values, Worldviews and Knowledges are centered,
and to which we are ultimately responsible. Sovereignty flows from this sense of
place, and is why our ways of knowing and being are focused on building
communities “within a larger vision of what [we] hope [our] Nation will be
(LaFrance & Nichols, 2009).”

Natural & Communal Law: Provide a moral code of conduct that is reinforced by,
and actioned through, various Principles and Protocols. Because of the
interdependence of all of Creation and the critical responsibilities we carry
through this, all community members are responsible for following these Laws.

CORE
PRINCIPLES

Self-determination: Teaches us that First Nation, Inuit and Metis Peoples
must be given full opportunity to dream and achieve their social, cultural and
economic potential, and that we have a right and responsibility to co-create
and apply Knowledges for the betterment of our communities. Through this,
we take ownership for all aspects of the Knowledges creation and application
process and have ultimate authority on the validity of the Knowledges created.

Spirituality: Teaches us that approaches to Indigenous Knowledges creation
and application should be grounded in ceremony and respect, and honour
relationships within and between the physical and spiritual realms of reality.

Responsibility: Teaches us that First Nation, Inuit and Metis Peoples are
responsible for co-creating Knowledges and applying and sharing them for the
betterment of their community, using approaches that are rooted in their ways
of knowing and being. This also teaches us that any Knowledges created need
to first support the decision-making and planning needs of these communities.

Inclusion: Teaches us to recognize that everyone is at a different time and
place in their life-long journey of coming to be. This also teaches us that to
make space for all people during the Knowledges creation and application
process, we must be broad and inclusive in who we engage and in our
understandings of what impact and success look like.

Responsiveness: Teaches us to engage in Knowledges creation and
application in a way that embodies shared First Nation, Inuit and Metis ways of
knowing and being, while remaining responsive and flexible to unique
approaches. This also teaches us that timelines need to be flexible to ensure
time to follow and respect community Protocol, to develop relationships and
trust before this work begins and to create space for deep reflection.

Interconnectedness: Teaches us that inquiry and learning needs to be
integrated into everything we do, from program or project start to the end of its
lifecycle (and beyond, if possible).

Place-based learning: Teaches us that a function of Knowledges creation is to
learn and share stories about a specific group of people in a specific place, and
to apply these learnings within that place. To find truth, we must then situate
and consider a program or project within the context of its relationship to
community, and consider any Knowledges through the local context within
which they are created. This also teaches us that Knowledges are relative, and
different people receive different Knowledges depending on where they are at
in their lifelong journey of coming to be.

Lifelong learning: Teaches us that we carry important responsibilities
through the relationships we develop, including supporting one another
throughout our lifelong journey of coming to be - long after program or project
activities are completed.

Transparency: Teaches us that when creating and applying Knowledges we
must: locate ourselves within the community and be open and honest about the
work we are doing, why and how we are doing it, what our limitations are in
applying the learnings and how the community will be involved in this process.

Skill building: Teaches us that that Knowledges creation and application is a
capacity-building process to empower and mentor people throughout their
lifelong journey of coming to be. Through this, First Nation, Inuit and Metis
communities tell their own stories and advocate and plan in a way that
promotes their own needs, priorities and visions.

Strengths-based learning: Teaches us to focus Knowledges creation and
application on personal and community strengths, and to allow people to
reflect and move forward based on these strengths.

Reconciliation: Teaches us that Western approaches to Knowledges creation
and application can be modified to apply within First Nation, Inuit and Metis
methodologies, and that non-Indigenous people play an important role in
supporting and benefitting from these activities within Indigenous contexts.

Want to learn more? Visit the Indigenous Innovation Initiative website and follow us
online to learn about new resources - this includes upcoming resources that explore
each aspect of the inquiry and learning process in more detail - and for stories about
the impact of innovation by and for First Nation, Inuit and Metis Peoples.
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We are grateful to live and work on Dish With One Spoon Treaty territory, the
traditional territory of the Mississaugas of the Credit, the Anishnaawbe, the HuronWendat and the Haudenosaunee, and which continues to be a gathering place for
people from many nations.

